What’s Your Strategy for DC/Warehouse Smart
Design
Speed-of-Flow?
Wholesale-Distribution Warehouse Management
Methods & Technology - Where It Is...Where Is It
Heading?
Don’t waste “time” in your distribution center or warehouse...time is what your
DC/Warehouse is actually made of!
From Simple Shelving to ‘Bots’ - and Everything In Between
In this evolving digital age, MCA Associates, a leader in transforming wholesale-distribution
DC’s and warehouses from cost centers to profit centers – describes how your business can
continue to thrive when you’re DC/warehouse actually contributes to profits!

Introduction...
Companies are now under more pressure than ever (and they should be) to carve out space and
optimize throughput. In most cases, the goal is to maximize storage capacity and labor
productivity – and do it without breaking the bank.
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In this white paper we look into whether, and what exactly, you can reasonably expect to do in a
wholesale-distribution environment that can really revolutionize your warehouse. Framed as a
question; my answer would be an unqualified yes.
So, within the context of where wholesale distribution warehouse technology is, and where it is
heading, we’re going to discuss some under-utilized, but proven, concepts as well as some new
concepts, ideas, and specific solutions that you can put to work in a broad range of warehouse
environments and activities. Some you may be already familiar with. They are all focused on
significantly increasing warehouse productivity and reducing warehouse transaction costs – the
many ways we can increase “speed-of-flow” - to a whole new level!. A framework to better
answer the question; what exactly can you reasonably expect to do in a wholesale-distribution
environment that can really revolutionize your warehouse?
Your over-riding objective; implement a strategy that has a handsome ROI and establishes a
hard to beat competitive advantage - transforming your DC or warehouse from a cost center to a
profit center - contributing to the bottom line.

Background...
Unlike manufacturing environments, in wholesale distribution, wasted time does not litter the
factory floor like wasted material. Time waste differs - there can be no salvage. You just don’t
see it. Once time passes, it can never be retrieved. That moment’s productivity potential is lost forever.
On a daily basis, there are a lot of good examples of time waste occurring in every DC or
warehouse. Generally, little of it has to do with a warehouse worker's attitude or motivation to
get the work done. Yes, sometimes it can be a training issue. More likely, it’s about not really
“knowing” your warehouse or distribution center. What do I mean by that?

The 10 Wastes...
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The 10 Wastes – Distribution Centers & Warehouses
Over-processing

“The Ten Wastes”

Waiting/delays

Inappropriate processing

• More work than needed/required
• Idleness

Space

• Overly complicated flow
• Wasted space – vertical & horizontal

Unnecessary inventory

• How much and where?

Poor Ergonomics

• Unnecessary motion
• Rework - not done right first time

Defects
Unnecessary Transport

• Automated or manual

Resources

• Power, water, etc.

Not using workforce knowledge

• Failure to use knowledge of workforce

Years ago, lean thinking practitioners identified the original “7 Wastes” typically evidenced in a
warehouse or DC. Shortly thereafter, the list grew to “8 Wastes”. Over the years, I have
identified a few more. In fact, I suggest that there are now 10 Wastes - each one, to one degree or
another, prevalent in most DCs or warehouses. Many of them continue go unseen or undetected.
Particularly for DC and warehouse operations that continue to suffer from significant
inefficiencies – wasting time and resources – usually having to do with poor storage methods, illconceived storage capacities, problems with the proper location and accessibility of products,
and how to go about constructing the best “routes” for directed put-away, replenishment of bins,
and picking activities. Addressing the “10 Wastes” is a critical success factor!
The overall objective has to do with “expected outcomes” – in other words, obtaining consistent
results at lowest cost.

Some basic - and factual observations:
It’s an indisputable fact that up to 70% of a warehouse employee's time is spent
walking - traveling, in-transit, etc. Similar percentages exist for most major warehouse
operational functions, including put-away. In other words; a lot of time is taken up just
getting to the storage location and product, even before you pick it, or put it away. So,
“value to the customer” is realized at work-transaction areas, not in-transit or commuting
between them. If your processes and workflows contain waste, these constraints will limit
your performance! So it seems only logical that by identifying and eliminating these
wastes you can attain the greatest potential source of performance improvement.
Productivity improvement and transaction cost reduction is more a function of
“transaction density”, particularly once a warehouse employee gets to where he/she is
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going to. In other words there is significant benefit in increasing, for instance, the picking
opportunities by shortening the distance between picks - increasing the transaction
density and the number of picks per stop. Therefore, the introduction of better product
location methodology (slotting) appropriate storage media that is married to the “pick
type”, more effective utilization of space, and how a “pick-face" is offered to the
warehouse employee can provide some of the quickest and effective ways to achieve that
higher productivity and transaction cost reduction.

Picking Methods...
Zone Picking
•

Everybody picks the order from
assigned zone – only pick SKU’s in
their zone

•

If – “low to lower pick-to-order ratios”

•

Limited by the slowest picker or the
pick capacity of each zone
Mitigation: storage media, equipment,
manpower planning & flow

There still seems to be a basic skepticism that continues to exist when it comes to
considering batch and/or zone picking options. Frankly, this needs to finally give way
to some better logic and understanding. The old reasoning and excuses (storage by
vendor or product type) no longer have any wind behind their sails – and unfortunately
continues to foster the picking of discrete orders (one order at a time).

Storage Methods, Picking & Transport...
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Conveyor system transport of product, even basic non-automated conveyor, is an
often under-utilized resource option and can be a major component of your speed-of –
flow strategy. Why have warehouse employees walking to another picking or staging
area?
Flow-racking, particularly as a component of a “high velocity pick zone”, is another
under-utilized resource option, particularly as it offers an extremely flexible pick face
for fast-moving products, providing greater storage density, simplifying bin
replenishment, and optimizing the ergonomics of product storage and product retrieval.

“Narrow Aisle Storage”

Narrow aisle storage provides for more storage density, particularly for products that
might not be accommodated in a flow-rack based, high velocity pick module because of
their product’s physical characteristics.
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Are ‘Bots’ In Your Future? – The early returns are in....

Travel time can cap labor productivity, with warehouse associates spending up to 70% of their
time walking.
As this is being written (early 2018), robotics (‘Bots’) is seemingly making its presence felt in
the distribution warehousing environment, particularly with companies deeply into e-commerce;
retail, 3PL (Third party Logistics Providers), etc. Is there a fit for some wholesale distributors?
My answer is a qualified yes.
Many, but not all, robotics vendors, right now, seem to be either “start-ups” or are just coming
out of a start-up phase and/or focusing heavily on the areas mentioned above. They appear to be
geared to pick/pack, small product, light-weight environments. But, I sense that’s about to
change- and soon.
My observations and impressions after visiting some “demos” and “live sites” is that if they can
increase weight and size capacities, then wholesale distributors could fall into their user profile.
Our recent article; “Are ‘Bots’ In Your Future?” describes the basics as to how it might all
work (please request it).

Smart Design...
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Smart Design
• Warehouse/Distribution Center Design
Concepts

Many DCs and warehouses still lack smart design concepts. Smart storage, product
retrieval and product flow design can go a long way toward reducing wasted time. It can
also enhance the ROI of your warehouse management system investment. WMS is just a
tool. It can’t function alone – without a strategy for smart design.

Performance Measurement...

Critical DC/Warehouse performance measurements are often lacking. There are
several critical metrics which can provide a useful measure for continuous improvement.
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There are two important points to make here. First, productivity measurements fill the
need to balance business analytics with what is often just anecdotal information. It
maintains objectivity.
Secondly, appropriate productivity measurements” fill the need to know where you are
NOW (base line measurements) before you even begin your improvement initiatives.
What is the ROI that will result?
These measurements should primarily be financially focused – cost measurements. Remember,
your goal is to transition you DC/warehouse “from a cost center to a profit center”.

So What Will Be Your Strategy For Smart Design & Speed-of-Flow?
What will your “new reality” be?
I have to admit that I remain disappointed that I don’t often enough see a real strategy for speedof-flow. I see attempts at improvements being made, but often in a piecemeal fashion. For
instance; “Let’s give the folks some new picking carts…that will speed them up!” "Let’s buy
another forklift, that’ll help!” While not bad ideas on the surface they are just plugs in the dike,
not a strategy.
Why not begin by investing in more time and resources to study and identify the opportunities
that could result in real ground breaking productivity gains and transaction cost reduction in your
DC/warehouse?
What’s Your “New Reality” Going To Be?

What’s Your New Reality?
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Finally...
Frankly, it’s not like these types of warehouse and distribution efficiency discussions are new to
wholesale distributors. Right? Hasn’t the goal, within a DC or warehouse, always been to impact
processing time as a goal of customer service? Yet, the basic lean thinking objective: less travel
+ fewer touches = less cost, for many, remains unrealized because it has not been scaled to the
operation – while providing for the quality of those touches.

(Click here) Here’s how MCA Associates can help - Distribution Center &
Warehouse Performance Assessment Guide, by contacting us directly or going to
our website at: www.mcaassociates.com
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Howard W. Coleman is principal of MCA Associates, a management
consulting firm that, since 1986, has worked with wholesale distribution and manufacturing
companies that are seeking and committed to operational excellence. Our staff of senior
consultants provides operational excellence – thought leadership – and implements continuous
improvement solutions focused on business process re-engineering, inventory and supply chain
management, sales development and revenue generation, information systems and technology,
organizational assessment and development, and family-business succession planning. MCA
Associates may be contacted at 203-732-0603, or by email at hcoleman@mcaassociates.com.
Visit our website at www.mcaassociates.com.
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